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The sector of healthcare is a sector that requires well developed policies and strategies to
make this field work in an effective and efficient way. Obama care Act is one of the pacts that is
proposed to bring improvement in the healthcare system. Obama care act is also known as
affordable act. In the year 2010, the Affordable Care Act was signed by the President Obama.
People are criticizing this system as they have to face difficulties because of problems in
websites (HHS.gov, 2012). However, the reality is that whenever a new system is being
implemented it has to face few problematic aspects, but, with the passage of time every problem
can be fixed. For that it is necessary that the proposed program or strategy must have enough
potential to show positive and influential outcomes. The Obama care possesses all the reasons
because of which it should be supported.
The first reason to support the implementation of affordable healthcare act is that is the
law of land. One cannot jettison an idea that is not truly and completely tested. The second
reason is that no system is perfect initially. In Massachusetts, just like Affordable Care Act a
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health reform legislative was enacted. Initially, it had bugs, but these were fixed with time.
Similarly, in the year 2006, when the coverage of prescription drugs was offered by Medicare,
people were confused. But, with hard work and commitment the confusions were vanished
(Obamacarefacts.com, 2013). This implies that initially, no complex law works perfectly but
with the help of good will things can be fixed. Another indispensable reason to support this Act
is that it is a complete system and it involves all the entities. It addresses rights and benefits of
people; it highlights rules for insurance companies, it takes into account the aspect of tax breaks,
spending and funding. It is a complete piece of legislation that can help American people to
solve their healthcare problems (HHS.gov, 2012).
There are scores of actions that can be taken to improve the usability and effectiveness of
the website and overall mechanism with which this act is supposed to work. First of all, there is a
need to conduct research to get impetus from stakeholders that are involved in this system. This
entails that research should be conducted to get opinions and ideas from insurance providers,
healthcare providers and people. Insurance and healthcare providers can provide idea about ways
in which they can lend a helping hand in improving this system; on the other hand, people can
provide details about their needs. Getting ideas from concerned people and implement in the
system to further improve it would bring fruitful results. Secondly, a team of highly professional
IT and networking experts should be designated to deal with the task of maintaining website.
Last but not the least, a complaint cell can be formed to note down the problems that people face.
Once the encountered problems are noted in a better and organized way the easier it would
become to take actions to deal with these problems and improve the system.
Every system and structure has some strong points and some drawbacks. One should
believe in the system that belongs to its roots and that possibly can solve the problem. I firmly
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believe that with the recommended actions and other strategies this system can solve the core
issue of healthcare access and affordability that is prevalent in our society.
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